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Abstmd 

This thesis examines Middle Dorset demographics in southern Labrador, defmed 

here as the coastal region between Hamilton Inlet and the Strait of Belle Isle. Its focus is 

on three small sites on Huntingdon and Horse Chops Islands in the Porcupine Strand 

Region: Snack Cove 2 (FkBe-2), Snack Cove Island West 1 (FkBe-5), and Horse Chops 3 

(FlBg-3). Southern Labrador is relatively unknown archaeologically in comparison to the 

island of Newfoundland and Northern Labrador. In those regions there is a substantial 

body of research relating to the Middle Dorset culture. In contrast, southern Labrador has 

primarily been considered a relatively uninhabited landscape that the Middle Dorset, and 

other prehistoric cultures, traveled through on their way to the north, or south, for trade 

and/or social exchange, and little research has been conducted there. The research 

presented in this thesis suggests quite a different picture of Middle Dorset demographics 

in southern Labrador. 

To date, there have been no large Middle Dorset settlements found in southern 

Labrador as exist on the Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland, most notably Port au 

Choix. The evidence that does exist is composed of a series of small seasonal sites that 

are found along the entire coastline of southern Labrador. Three of those sites are the 

focus of the research presented in this thesis. The examination of these sites is intended to 

demonstrate not only that there was a Middle Dorset presence in Southern Labrador, but 

to evaluate their settlement-subsistence patterns in connection to Middle Dorset groups 

on the island of Newfoundland and Northern Labrador. 

This thesis provides information concerning the culture history of southern 

Labrador, and may serve as a valuable platform on which to build future research in the 

region. The settlement patterns of southern Labrador Middle Dorset groups presented in 

this thesis may also serve as a valuable hypothesis to be tested as further evidence from 

Middle Dorset sites in the region is recovered. 
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Chapter One 

Introduetion 

The coast of southern Labrador is relatively unknown archaeologically. Although 

there have been a few surveys (Fitzhugh 1981; Fitzhugh 1986; Fitzhugh 1989; Stopp and 

Reynolds 1992) that involved brief explorations of strategic locations, there has been no 

substantial systematic research in that region until recently. Dr. Lisa Rankin of Memorial 

University began a research initiative in the summer of 2001 that has thus far consisted of 

a systematic survey of the Porcupine Strand region of southern Labrador (Rankin 2001). 

Her work is changing what we know of prehistoric cultures in that region. My research 

on Huntingdon and Horse Chops Islands, which are adjacent to the Porcupine Strand, is 

part of that initiative. 

This thesis reports on three small excavations I undertook in the summer of 2002, 

and, as such, aids in the construction of the culture historic record for this little known 

region. The primacy goal is to evaluate the role of the Middle Dorset in southern 

Labrador. In order to do this, I have compared and contrasted lithic materials, and other 

archaeological remains, recovered from the three sites on Huntingdon and Horse Chops 

Islands with similar remains along the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador. Particular 
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attention was paid to changes in the frequencies of lithic raw materials. Finally these data 

will be used to evaluate the significance of current models of Middle Dorset 

demographics in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Figure 1.1: Map of Research Area. 
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Previous to my research in the summer of 2002 there had not been a single 

excavation between Hamilton Inlet and the Strait of Belle Isle in southern Labrador, other 

than some test pitting (Fitzhugh 1981; Fitzhugh 1986; Fitzhugh 1989; Stopp 1992; 

Ran.kin 2001). There are several reasons for this lack of research. The primary cause is a 

research bias toward larger, highly visible archaeological sites, located in northern 

Labrador, the Strait of Belle Isle, and Newfoundland, which has been perpetrated for 

decades. Thus, sites with greater prehistoric populations, and intensive resource 

exploitation, have been given more attention. There has been a relative wealth. of 

information recovered from those regions. Unfortunately, this has translated into the 

belief that southern Labrador, where there appears to be a lower population density and 

less predictability of resources, was a region that was relatively unoccupied by prehistoric 

peoples (see Fitzhugh 1980; Jordan 1986; Loring and Cox 1986; Fitzhugh 1997). This 

assumption is based on little real evidence, and Dr. Rankin's and my research is proving 

otherwise. 

Research Locations 

In the summer of 2002 a small research team and I conducted a series of three 

excavations, two on Huntingdon Island and one on Horse Chops Island (Figure 1.1 ). 
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Huntingdon Island is a rather large island situated in the mouth of Sandwich Bay. The 

two sites excavated on that island, Snack Cove 2 (FkBe-2) and Snack Cove Island West 1 

(FkBe-5), are located on the eastern extremity of the island. 

SnackCove2 

Snack Cove 2 (FkBe-2) is located on an isthmus between the main island and 

Cape Hom, a promontory jutting out into the Labrador Sea (Figure 1.2). It is a beautiful 

location that has a long history of occupation from prehistoric times up until the present. 

The site is located at the crest of the isthmus and extends down the northwest slope 

towards North Cove. The other slope of the isthmus also shows signs of past and present 

human occupation. Historically, the Snack Cove area has been a popular place to conduct 

fishing expeditions for both cod and salmon, and a nice place for a stopover on your way 

up or down the coast, hence the name (Davis 1980). The location also provides easy 

access to the open sea and a good viewpoint for monitoring the sea both to the north and 

south. In current times, the summer months offer plenty of seabirds, the occasional seal, 

and many whales occupying the coves. There are also small numbers of caribou that 

inhabit the island. In the winter months Snack Cove is at the northern boundary of the 
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seal bre<dlna areas (Pastore 1986). There are occounts of hup teals occupying lhe sea ice 

inlwbon ond co•es in lhe arcas jDSI north olS113Ck Cove IS !hey proceeded along lhe 

Fiaure 1.2: Aerial PhoiO ol Snack Cove and Bill"s1slond. 

coost durin a miaratory periods (Loring ond Co• 1986). There i• no reason 10 think lhe 

same th•na did not occur in lhe Porcupine Slnlld repon. There is evidence that some 

g100po. sucb IS lhe Inuit. occupied Soact Cove in a variety ol seasons (Fitzhugh 1986) 

and this may be the case for earlier Paleoesltimo gJOOpsas well. 
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Dr. William Fitzhugh, of the Arctic Studies Center at the Smithsonian, fmt noted 

the Snack Cove 2 site in 1986. Residents of the nearby community of Cartwright who 

have fishing cabins at Snack Cove brought the site to his attention. During a survey of the 

area Fitzhugh (1986) discovered a "small Ramah chert station eroding out of a footpath". 

He recovered two artifacts at this location: a Ramah chert biface, and a flake of nephrite. 

He identified the biface as Middle Dorset. Because this site was considered to be a "good 

arrowhead hunting location" by local residents, and because of the artifact's provenience 

on a well-used path, Fitzhugh (1986) determined that the site was a deposit of unwanted 

lithics, discarded during modem arrowhead collecting activities, and did not warrant 

further research. In 1992, Dr. Marianne Stopp and Ken Reynolds (1992) revisited Snack 

Cove 2 and found no further prehistoric cultural material. This seemed to confirm 

Fitzhugh's hypothesis. 

In 2001, Dr. Lisa Rankin of Memorial University started the Porcupine Strand 

Archaeological Project in order to conduct a more systematic study of the Porcupine 

Strand region. As part of this project Dr. Rankin, and a small research team including 

myself, conducted a survey that revisited Snack Cove. At the Snack Cove 2 site several 

Ramah chert flakes were once again recovered along the footpath. Test pitting was 

subsequently done and we recovered over 850 Ramah chert flakes just below the surface 



peat at a depth of approximately 5 em. A partial Ramah chert biface was also recovered. 

These finds indicated that Snack Cove 2 was not simply a refuse area for modem 

arrowhead collecting. Dr. Rankin and I thought that it warranted further research and I 

subsequently decided to include an excavation of that site in my Master's research in the 

summer of 2002. 

Snack Cove Island West 1 

The Snack Cove Island West 1 site (FkBe-5) is located approximately one 

kilometer due south of Snack Cove 2. It is on the north end of a smaller island, called 

Bill's Island, which is connected to Huntingdon Island by a tidal basin that can be 

traversed easily at low tide (Figure 1.2). It has direct access to the open sea and easy 

access to the same resource base as Snack Cove. There are few visible signs of 

occupation on the island but it was occupied up until recent historic times (Pardy 1986). 

Snack Cove Island West 1 was also first noted by Fitzhugh (1989). He found a 

"possible Dorset floor surrounded by cobble walls, and a mound ... ", as well as possible 

Maritime Archaic structures and a cache or burial feature. Stopp and Reynolds (1992) 

also revisited this site and only found a "small row of rocks ... a rectangular cobble 

structure with a possible central stone feature ... and one small cache on an upper 

7 
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terrace". The cobble structure is probably the same one that Fitzhugh (1989) recorded. He 

thought that it might have been a Dorset camp for part of its occupation. 

In the summer of 2002 my research team and I revisited Snack Cove Island West 

1. We located a circular structure with a central stone feature with a cobble floor on one 

side. The structure was located on a cobble beach and was not easy to fmd, because it 

blended into the larger beach. This may have been the cause for the slight inconsistencies 

in the two earlier reports. We subsequently excavated the interior of the house and some 

of its surroundings. 

Horse Chops 3 

The final site is located on Horse Chops Island. Horse Chops Island 3 (FlBg-3), is 

situated on the western shore of the island (Figure 1.3). It is facing the Porcupine Strand, 

which is approximately five kilometers away and easily visible. The site is located in a 

naturally sheltered cove that rises steeply to the north and east and levels nicely onto an 

area covered with small brush and berry bushes before it descends down to the beach. To 

the south are fairly dense trees and shrubs that are easily skirted along the shoreline. 
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Dr. Marianne Stapp and Ken Reynolds firsl DOI<d the Horse Cbops Island 3 sile in 

1992 (Stapp ond Reynolds 1992). They reoov<r<d Ramah ebert Rakes. browo chert 

Rakes, earthenware sherds (from later historic disturi>ence) ond around slate sections. 

Apn: 1.3. Amal PllcoD d Horse Cloopo lolaod and ~0< Sinal 

They tbou&ht it was • campsile location perhaps for the puiJ'OI" ol iot««pting caribou 

crouin& to the island from the Porcupine Strand, or oeatby Nonnao's Island. They wen 

able to &et one dale of 1050" 50 BP (Beta 56253) from ehatcoftl recovered at the site 
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(Stopp and Reynolds 1992, Stopp 1997). No diagnostic artifacts were recovered at that 

time, but because of the chert flakes, ground slate sections, and radiocarbon date they 

attributed it to the Dorset culture (Stopp and Reynolds 1992; Stopp 1997). 

In 2001 Dr. Rankin, and a small research team including myself, revisited the site 

and systematically test pitted part of the area. We found no artifacts. In the following 

summer of 2002, my research team and I again test pitted the area and found evidence of 

prehistoric occupation. 

Research Questions 

As individual sites I believe all three of these sites to be interesting and important 

contributors to the culture history of the region. Small sites, such as these, are often 

overlooked in favor of larger, more archaeologically visible sites, but they are equally 

important Much of prehistoric hunter-gatherer activity was conducted at small, spatially 

discreet locations. Furthermore, these single-component sites are less obscured by the 

background noise of multi-component sites related to multiple activities, and therefore 

often give researchers a more comprehensible view of past activity. An examination of 

these types of sites is necessary for a fuller understanding of past cultures. 
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As a set, I believe the three small sites on Huntingdon and Horse Chops Islands 

will expand our knowledge of cultures in Newfoundland and Labrador. In particular, they 

will provide evidence of the Middle Dorset culture in a region currently not considered as 

part of their territory (e.g. Fitzhugh 1976, 1980; Jordan 1986; LeBlanc 2000; Linnamae 

1975; Tuck and Fitzhugh 1986). My contribution to the culture history of Southern 

Labrador is based on one primary research question: What are the implications of a 

Middle Dorset presence in southern Labrador considering the current models of Middle 

Dorset population distribution in Newfoundland and Labrador? To answer this question I 

will first attempt to answer four smaller questions: (1) What do the lithic assemblages 

from these three sites tell us about their settlement and subsistence patterns? (2) What do 

the site locations tell us about Middle Dorset settlement and subsistence patterns? (3) 

What do the lithic raw materials tell us about cultural connections between the island of 

Newfoundland and Labrador? (4) What implications do the dates I obtained have with 

regards to population movement and cultural change over time in Newfoundland and 

Labrador? 



What are the implications of a Middle Dorset presence m southem Labrador 

comidering the current models of Middle Dorset popllllltion distribution in 

Newfoumllo:nd and Labmdor? 
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The current models of cultural history in Newfoundland and Labrador state that 

southern Labrador was a relatively resource poor landscape that was mostly unoccupied 

except for the rare campsite where travelers would stop on their way north or south (Cox 

1978; Fitzhugh 1980, 1997; Jordan 1986; Unnamae 1975). Although it may be true that 

the main food resource for the Middle Dorset- seals - were not as predictable and 

abundant in southern Labrador as they were in the north or south (Pastore 1986), there is 

a growing body of evidence of a substantial Middle Dorset presence in southern 

Labrador. In her survey of the south Labrador coast, Stopp (1997) found that Late 

Paleoeskimo sites outnumbered sites from all other time periods. The presence of Middle 

Dorset groups in Southern Labrador should change current notions of their settlement

subsistence patterns in that region. This should, in tum, affect bow future research is 

conducted in Newfoundland and Labrador. 



What do the lithic assemblllges from these three sites teU us about the settlement and 

subsistence pattems of the occupants? 
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To answer this question I will examine the diagnostic stone tools that were 

recovered at the sites, as well as the lithic debitage, to assess the types of activities that 

took place there. Fonnal tools can be the most useful way of assessing what kinds of 

activities were conducted at a location. Middle Dorset groups had some very specialized 

stone tools to meet their subsistence needs, such as harpoon endblades, but lithic debitage 

can be just as informative concerning general site activity (e.g. Sullivan and Rozen 1985; 

Seddon 1992; Seeman 1994; Whittaker 1994; Andrefsky 1998). Through this 

examination I will be able to understand better why these locations were chosen. 

What do the site locations teU us about Middle Dorset settlement and subsistence 

pattems? 

Along with the information from the preceding question I will also investigate 

what the locations themselves can tell me about why the sites were chosen. Information 

about Middle Dorset economy combined with knowledge of the local resource base and 

the landscape can tell us much about why a culture chose to inhabit a particular location. 
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This in tum can inform us about the types of activities that took place at that location, and 

perhaps the season of occupation. 

What do the lithic row mtderials teU us about cultural connections with the iskmd of 

Newfoundland and Labmdor? 

There are very few good quality lithic sources in Newfoundland and Labrador. An 

examination of lithic raw materials at a site can tell you where these raw materials 

originated and the distances traveled to procure them. This information can lead to a 

better understanding of trade networks, social exchange, and perhaps distances the groups 

themselves traveled to procure needed materials. I will examine the raw materials found 

at these three sites and assess the exchange routes I believe the Middle Dorset utilized, as 

well as the social affinities these sites may have with other groups to the north and south. 

What implications do the dates 1 obtained have in regards to population movement and 

cultural change over time in Newfoundland and Labrador? 

I received three dates from charcoal from two different cultural events at Snack 

Cove 2. Dr. Marianne Stopp (Stopp and Reynolds 1992) received one other date from 

charcoal at Horse Chops Island 3. I will put these dates into the larger context of Middle 
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Dorset population movement and cultural change in Newfoundland and Labrador. I will 

then examine how this information affects the previous questions, in particular the spread 

of lithic :raw materials. 

Organization of Chapten 

In this thesis I combine the answers from all of these questions into one cohesive 

picture of Middle Dorset population distribution in Newfoundland and Labrador. Chapter 

Two presents the methodology utilized in the survey, excavation, and analysis of Snack 

Cove 2, as well as the resulting data. Chapter Three presents the methodology utilized in 

the survey, excavation, and analysis of Snack Cove Island West 1, and its resulting data 

Chapter Four presents the methodology utilized in the survey, excavation, and analysis of 

Horse Chops 3, and its resulting data. Chapter Five contains an analysis of the data 

resulting from my research at each of the three sites. It also contains different hypotheses 

that were helpful in my examination of the data. Finally, it contains a synthesis of the 

data from all three sites, and a brief discussion about Middle Dorset 

settlement/subsistence patterns. In Chapter Six I conclude with my views on what 

implications my research has in regards to a Middle Dorset presence in southern 
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Labrador, and bow my hypothesis can be tested. I will also briefly discuss what directions 

I believe future research on Paleoeskimos in southern Labrador should take. 
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Chapter Two 

Snat k Con 2 

Fi&Ur< 2.1 ;Site 'dll'or Snack Cove 2 (Fklle-2). Con100t numben rdlec:1 !heir pooilioo rdative 10 

ori&inal datum poinL Scale is ~prc:acnted in metr.r1. 

latroductloo 

The S~ Cove 2 (Fk&-2) sile is ac:tually I sents of smaller activity areas 

locotod on the northwest slope of lbe islhmus !hot connects Cope Hom to Huntingdon 
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Island (Figure 2.1). The first thing we did was to conduct a topographical survey of the 

area to provide an accurate map of the landscape. Subsequent survey and excavation were 

then conducted and two primary activity areas were located and investigated. The first 

area, Area A, (Figure 2.1) was the site first noted by Fitzhugh in 1986, and where Dr. 

Rankin conducted test pitting in 2001. It is located approximately six meters above 

current sea level, and is situated on an approximately twenty-degree slope that descends 

down to North Cove. 

The second area, Area B, (Figure 2.1) is located uphill from Area A on a higher 

terrace near the top of the isthmus ridge. It is approximately seven meters above current 

sea level. 

The test pits scattered across the remaining hillside (Figure 2.1) were looked at in 

aggregate because of the relative paucity of remains recovered from them. They are 

considered background scatter, but may represent several different activities, and/or 

occupations. 

Methodology 

The primary goal at Area A was to extend the test trench that was opened in 2001 

(Rankin 2001) in an attempt to determine the spatial extent of the artifact assemblage, 
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and locate any activity areas. We created a grid of 1 x 1m units that encompassed the test 

trench. We then proceeded to excavate these units following natural or anthropogenic 

stratigraphy that we encountered and screened the matrix through a quarter-inch mesh. 

We recorded and mapped the position of all formal tools. The units were further divided 

into quadrants of 50 x 50 em and lithic debitage collected and bagged according to 

quadrant for later assessment of spatial patterning. Charcoal was also carefully collected, 

recorded, and bagged for possible radiocarbon dating. 

Originally, I had planned to open an area of 5 x 5 m surrounding the test trench, 

but after opening an area of 3 x 3-meters the extent and direction of the lithic 

concentration seemed apparent In accordance with this assessment I determined the 

activity area extended further to the northwest and excavated an additional four 1 x lm 

units in that direction (Figure 2.1). 

In order to assess if there were other discrete activity areas associated with Area A 

in the vicinity we excavated one 1 x 1 m unit to the northeast, and two more 1 x 1 m units 

to the south. In all these additional units the same excavation strategies outlined above 

were utilized. A total of 16 square meters was excavated at Area A. 

Area B was first located in the course of our test pitting activities along the 

northwest slope of the isthmus (Figure 2.1 ). A test pit revealed a relatively high number 
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of flakes compared to other test pits so I thought it necessary to excavate a wider area at 

that location. In total we excavated five 1 x 1 m units following the same procedures as 

outlined above with regard to Area A. 

All other excavation at Snack Cove 2 consists of a series of 50 x 50 em test pits 

covering the northwest slope of the isthmus. This was done to get as complete a view as 

possible of the cultural activity conducted there. Test pit locations were chosen that 

would give maximum coverage of the area, taking into account the topography and 

accumulations of topsoil (Figure 2.1). 

Mter returning from the field, I examined the morphology of all the artifacts 

recovered from the three areas at Snack Cove 2. The functional and stylistic 

morphologies of the formal tools were measured and recorded. I also recorded the lithic 

raw material type of each item recovered in order to assess the source of the material and 

the distances from the source. 

The lithic debitage was divided into three categories for analysis: complete flakes, 

broken flakes, and debris. Complete flakes are those that have intact margins which can 

be measured. Broken flakes are those that exhibit flake attributes, such as bulbs of 

percussion, erraillure scars, concentric rings caused by percussion or pressure flaking, 

platforms, and/or obvious feathered margins (see Andrefsky 1998; Whittaker 1994 for 
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complete discussion of terminology). Debris is defined as shattered lithic fragments that 

often have jagged margins and display no indications of being purposely created as those 

mentioned above. 

The complete flakes were divided into categories based on raw material, and were 

counted, measured, weighed, and recorded according to the quadrant from which they 

were recovered. Length was measured along the axis from the platform to the distal tip. 

Width was measured at approximately the middle of the flake. Both attributes were 

measured to the nearest millimeter. Weight was measured on a bar scale for each 

complete flake and was rounded to the nearest one-tenth of a gram. 

The broken flakes were divided into categories based on raw material, and 

counted. They were weighed and recorded in aggregate according to the quadrant in 

which they were recovered. If refitting could be done, then those fragments were counted 

as a single artifact. If a refit could be measured as a complete flake it was included with 

the other complete flakes. 

Lithic debris was divided into categories based on raw material, and was counted, 

weighed, and recorded in aggregate according to the quadrant in which it was recovered. 
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Data 

Area A 

The cultural layer at Area A was found at the intetface between an old cobble 

beach and a shallow layer of peat (Figure 2.2). The test trench from 2001 (Rankin 2001) 

contained 735 Ramah chert flakes and pieces of debris, as well as one biface fragment. 

My excavation in that same area uncovered hundreds more. In Figure 2.3 I have recorded 

the distribution of flake counts according to 50 x 50 em units. The lithic debitage at Area 

A consisted of 2197 specimens (flakes and debris) of Ramah chert weighing 1076.3g. It 

also contained one brown chert flake (from the Cow Head chert group of the Northern 

Peninsula of Newfoundland), one quartz flake, one chipped slate flake, and one flake of 

red rhyolite (Table 2.1). 

Table 2.1: Frequency and weight of debitage from Area A at Snack Cove 2. 

Raw Material Frequency Total Weight (g) 

Ramah Chert 2197 1076.3g 

Newfoundland Chert 1 0.1g 

Quartz 1 25.1g 

Slate 1 1.7g 

Rhyolite 1 3.1g 
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Size analysis, ns outlined above, was conducted on the lithic debitaae and 

presented a relativtly consistent pattern. ReprdJe .. of raw material and length. the flakes 

were generally thin ond liaJ>t with some outl1en (FiJUR 2A). ~~eca ... of the inh...,nt 

nature of Ramah chert,, wbicb is a white translucent material often slreaked with black. it 

is difficult to re<lOJDite COrtCJl, but it appeared tO be absent from the 8SS<mbJage. 
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Figuno 2.4: AJU A Jenatb 10 wrigbl raJioo of C>OIIlpk1< Oakes (inci..S.. allliohic ,.. maJerials; 
nz471). 

The lithic debita&• at Area A was compc!<d primarily of complete (21.3%) and 

broken (72.2%) Ookes. Lithic debris made up only 6.5% of the assemblaae. 
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Other than lithic debi1age only one complete formal tool (~kBe-2:246) was 

recovered (Figure 2.5e). at a depth of approxima..,ly 5 em. Th11 is a Ramah chert bifac<: 

10.4 em in length, 3.1 em wide, 1.0 em thick and weighing 36.4&. 

I received two dates from charcoal in aood context wilb the same cultural layer 

from which l.be lithic dcbilage and Ramah cbert biface were recovered. Oae wu an AMS 

date of 1690 * 40 BP(Bela 173905), and the other was a radaometric date of 1660 * 80 

BP (Bela 173906). 

Figure 2.5: a;r...., from Snack Cove 2 Area A. 



AreaB 

The cuJturallaytt al Area B was again found at the interface bclween the old 

oobble beach and a .JWJow peat layer(Figure 2.6). AI Area B we .....,,.red 294 

speamens of lithic dtbtcage. iududing boch OUH and debris. As a1 Area A il was 

composed almosc enlirely of complece (29.4%) and broken (65.9%) Oales. Debris (4.8%) 

made up only a relatively small part of the assemblage. This pattern was eonsisteol 

repnlless of the licbic row malerial. 

[ -

r..tll•lf!( N"lt,IE147,l"fiiiC147,6~111 £147 

0 ;s:r= ._ __ = -

Figure 2.6: The prolile d lhrec uoiiS It Aru 8 d SMoCk Cove 2. The culrural layer wu fot.lld 
JUt.t above the cobble tdch rocb (shown in yellow). 

Lithic n~w m&terial did 001 influence che lypcs of debitage thsl were produced al 

the sile. As at Area A. the debtcage coosisltd pnmarily of small, th1n, and lip"' eight 

nues (Figure 2.1) with only a few oullien. 

The lithic as~mblage differs from Area A in the types of raw mat~ rials that were 

used and the higher quantity of formal tools .....,,ered. 52.4% (o=IS4) of the lithic 

debita:< was compooed of Cow Head chert"'"'*' origiu is oo the island of 



Newfoundland. The rest of the debitage was 42.9% (n; 126) Ramah chert, 3.0% (n=9) 

slate, and 1.7" (=5) quartz (FiJU~ 2.8). Table 2.2 shows the f""'ucncy 1nd toUII 

weight, acconlrng to raw material. or the ~thic assemblage from Area B. 
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Fia:ure 2.7: Area Ble.nglh 10 wciaht ratiO& of complete Oakea (includes allli1hlc naw materials; 
o;87). 

1-=~ Freauenc:v TouiWtial>tC•l 
t26 27.1& 

I Newfouncland Oo<rt 154 39.2• 
Slale 9 9.7 .. 

ln. s 0.8& 

Two end blades were recove~ from units N Ill E147 and N 109 E 147 (A29 & 

AJ(; in Ficure 2.1 I) both made from Ramah eben. 8oth wen: biracially worted. tip-

fluted, and trianaular in outline. One eodblade (FkBe-2:2SIXfigure 2.8a) b:u • ooncave 
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base and Jack$ side notches. It is 23 mm long. 12 mm wide. and 4 mm !hick. The other 

end blade (FkBe-2:2S3)(Figure 2.8b) has only a slightly concave base and side-notches. It 

is 2A mm tong, JS mm v. ide. and 4 mm thick.. 

There "ere also lhree tip-flule spalls recovered from the Area B units. These were 

all made from Cow Heod chen. 

Seven endscrapen (Table 2.3) of Newfoundland cherts were recovered from 

throughout tbe Area B units (Figure 2.1 1). Allexce1>1 one bave squnre maraiJU that tllper 

.. i&htly towards the proximal end (Figure 2.9). The one exception, FkBo-2:276 (Figure 

2.91), is similar but mon: dongated. 
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Fourttcn microblades(fable 2.4) ofNewfouodland cberu ,..,. roco'<red from 

the Area B uoots (figure 2.10). Only two of them v.ero compl<te tptcim<M <Fill""' 

2.10.,m). 

Fi&>= 2.9: ElldJCnl!l"f' f""" Snock C:O.el Areo B. 

Table 2.3: Art:a B e:ndscraptrs. 

Artltodl RawMmrial Letoath(mm) Wldth(moa) ThkkntiO(mm) Weipl(&) 

F\lkl:W Block/Brown Chert 19 17 4 1.9 

F\Bo-2:248 Gray Quartzite 21 22 7 4.6 

F\Bo-2:~ Tan/Brown Chert 16 14 6 1.5 

F\Bo-2:239 GrayCbat 16 12 6 1.1 

F\Bo-2:276 ToniBro•m a- 34 IS 9 3.8 

~"\Bo-2:284 Blll<k/llloown Chert 12 20 7 22 

~"\Bo-2:287 Ton/Brown Cbat 23 17 7 3A 
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Al1lfad I Raw M.aerial L<nalh(mm) Widlh(mm) Thl<knooo(mm) Wftahl(&) 

Flt8 .. 2:249• O~Un/TaJJ Chert 30 10 3 0.8 

Fkll<-2:258 Blaci:!Brown Chert 19 9 2 0.4 

FkB<-2::2iil 14 6 2 0.2 

FkB<-2:268 <mcnrr ... Chm 13 19 2 OA 
Fkll<-2:710 Transluceot Bro--n 17 7 2 0.3 

Chert 

Fltlle-2:271 Ramoh O><rt 9 6 2 0.2 

FltBe-2:275 Brown Chert IS 8 4 0.5 

FltBe-2:277 Black Ch<rt 16 12 5 1.1 

--2:278 Tan.llllolon Chm 13 7 3 0.3 

fllle-2:288 Gr<eniTanChm 16 9 3 OA 
F1tBe-2:2904 Quam 21 7 3 0.5 

Fkll<-2:293 BrownChm II 8 3 0.3 

FltBe-2:297 Gr<eniTanChm 8 6 2 0.1 

FkBe-2:298 Q .. ru 6 6 2 0.1 

• indicates compi~te mlcroblades 
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One <tandlnll'ldiocarboo date (CSS in Fipn: 2.11) was obCaiDed from ehatooal 

from A,.a 8 in umt N 110 E147 in good coottxt with the cultural layer. It <bled to 1890 ± 

60 BP (Beta 173CJ07). 

Tm Pits 

The remiUnin& artifacts consist of the aggrca,ate assemblaae from the various test 

pits nOI dir<Clly com:lated with Areas A and B. The lithic debitaae wu compooed of 32% 

(n 16) Newfoundland cherts. and the mnainina 68% (n=34) wu Ramah chen. The 

debota&• was abo mainly complete (36. n;, o~l8) and broken (57.1". ~29) thUs with 

only a small proportion of debris (6.1%, n~). The size analysiS wu also oonsisltnt with 

the Olh<r an:u in that ll was made up of primarily small. thin.liaJ>twciaJ>t Oalces. 

Filll"' 2.12: Groowater <ndlUde from a Snod: C.O.e ltcll piL 
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One Groswater type endblade (Figure 2.12) was recovered from unit N95 E134 

made of a gray and tan Cow Head chert. It measures 34 mm in length, 18 mm wide, and 5 

mm thick. It has bilateral side-notching and a large box-shaped base that is diagnostically 

Groswater. In that same unit, seven severely charred lamp fragments were also recovered, 

although not enough to determine the dimensions or shape of the lamp. 



Chapter Three 

Snack Co•e lslaod West 1 

fii""'J.I: Sioe mapd Snodt Cove lslaodW.., I (fk.Be.S). C<looournumb<n rrllca lhcir 

pcoili<xl relati"' to oriJIOII doiUIII pcinL 

Introduction 

Snack Cove Island West I (FkBe-5) is located on an island called Bill'slsland 
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just off the east ooost of Huoliogcloo lsbnd. A tidal basin, which is easil) tn>er>cd at low 

ride, sqxuates it from lluntin&doo Island. It is appro:Umatcly a 2.5-minute walk across tbe 

tidal basin from SnAck Cove. The site itself is locotcd on a cobble beach thnt sp<~os much 

of the oortheasiA!m tip of the island (Figure 3.1 ). There is direc1 access to the Labrador 



Methodology 

The first thing we did at the Snack Cove Island West 1 (FkBe-5) site was 

establish a datum point and map the topography of the northeast comer of Bill's island 

(Figure 3.1). We then created a grid of 2 x 2m units that encompassed the structure 

located by Fitzhugh in 1987 (1989) and revisited by Stopp and Reynolds in 1992. The 

grid was also extended beyond the structure in case a midden was discovered. 

The stone walls and the central stone feature were mapped (Figure 3.2) and the 
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interior of the structure was subsequently excavated. Because the structure is located on a 

cobble beach this involved the removal of cobbles and boulders to a depth of 

approximately 1.5 m. At this depth the boulders became too large to move. 

The provenance of the artifacts was recorded, including information about where 

they were found in each unit and their depth from the surface. The artifacts were then 

collected and bagged for later analysis. 

After returning from the field, I examined the morphology of all the artifacts 

recovered from Snack Cove Island West 1. The functional and stylistic typology of the 

formal tools were measured and recorded. I also recorded the lithic raw material of each 

item recovered in order to assess the source and the distances from the material source. 
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The lithic debitage was divided into three categories for analysis; complete flakes, 

broken flakes, and debris. Lithic analysis was conducted in the same manner as described 

in Chapter Two. 

Dam 

The structure at Snack Cove Island West 1 is approximately 8 m above sea level 

and is roughly circular in shape with an interior diameter of approximately 4m (Figure 

3.2). It bas cobble walls an average of approximately 50 em in height and over a meter 

wide in some places. The walls appear to be intact, with the exception of the east wall, 

which is more ephemeral. It also appears to have a short entrance passage in the northeast 

wall. There is a series of flat stones that were arranged linearly along the east/west axis of 

the structure, which effectively divides the bouse into two main compartments. The 

southern compartment is made up of smaller cobbles that have been arranged to form a 

level surface. The northern compartment was not leveled and was made up of larger 

boulders. The central stone feature does not have any obvious hearth structures although 

it appears that the stones directly in the middle of the structure may have been a collapsed 

box-shaped hearth. No charcoal or organics were found at this site. 
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Snack Cove Island West- 1 

Figure 3.2: Structure at Snack Cove Island West 1. 
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Fi-3.3: Twoltlifacu r.,.,.. SJ'!Od< a,..., hland w ... I . 

Otl>er than the lithic debicace only two artifaccs were reoover<d al Snack Cove 

l<land WeY. I (Ficure 33). The first is a biface ftaiment (flBo-5: I) made or bi'Own and 

gray chert !hat is macroscopically similar to many of tbe Cow Head cberts (Ficure 33a). 

Mocroocopic examination or tbe boface fragment revealed rodiolari tbat are commonly 

found in Newfoundland Cow Head cbcrts. It appears to bave shoulde..., but both tlle stem 

and doscal end are musong. The <ec011d is a microblade core (F\.Be-5:5) made of a smoky 

brown quartz (Figure 3.3b). Both were recovered from tbe northwest unit of the 
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structure's interior close to the linear arrangement of stones rather than the northern wall 

at a depth of 30-35 em. 

Lithic debitage was scarce as well. A total of 32 pieces of lithic debitage was 

recovered. It is composed of 1 complete flake, 29 broken flakes, and 2 pieces of debris. 

The complete flake was made of a coarse, green chert and the rest of the assemblage was 

the same smoky brown quartz as the microblade core. None of the debitage specimens 

resembled the material of the biface fragment. All of the lithic debitage was found 

adjacent to the linear arrangement of stones in the southwestern interior of the structure. 

The paucity of artifacts recovered at this site may be the result of their falling 

through cracks in the cobble matrix of the site. The depths of the artifacts that were 

recovered suggest that they fell through the cracks to an appreciable depth. It is very 

possible that other artifacts fell through the cracks to a depth at which we were unable to 

recover them. 
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Chapter Four 

Horse Chops Island 3 

.Joo eo -eo -70 .& 30 -20 .w 10 

Fi""" 4.1: Si~e mopo{ Ilene O!ops 3 (F!Ba-3). Ccnlour oumben rellottlheir pooilion relarl•·• 

10 the ariainol - poiJL 

Ia trod action 

Horse Chops Island 3 (FIBg-3) is located on the western coast of Horse Chops 

Island adjacent to tilt Porcupine $tr.IJ1d, wb1cb is appro<iroately fhe ltilomctcro away and 
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easily visible. It is on a gentle slope that is naturally sheltered on three sides by a sharply 

rising hillside, and has direct access to the water. The first thing we did at that site was to 

conduct a topographic survey of the site to create a map of the area (Figure 4.1). 

Methodology 

Mter surveying the area we conducted systematic test pitting, starting near the 

coast and working our way up the slope. A few of the test pits contained small amounts 

of Ramah chert debitage. Eventually, at a lqcation almost directly in the center of the area 

we recovered a heavy concentration of lithic debitage, charcoal, and mussel shells. We 

were nearing the end of the field season, so I decided to concentrate my team's effort at 

that location and forego any further test pitting. We opened three 1 x 1m units following 

any natural or cultural stratigraphy (Figure 4.2). We collected and recorded debitage in 

50 x 50 em quadrants within the larger units. Concentrations of charcoal and mussel 

shells were also collected for dating and analysis. We excavated until we reached a sterile 

sandy layer, just below the cultural material. 

Mter returning from the field, I examined the artifacts recovered from Horse 

Chops 3. The functional and stylistic morphology of the formal tools were measured 



Hone Cbops 3 (FlBg-3) 

-M ----............. ._ 
............. 

~~ -----_... ....... 

Fia:ure 4.2: Excavation units at Horse Chope 3. 

and recorded. I also r=rclcd lhelilhic raw malerials of eliCh item recovered in order to 

uaess their souroe and the ditineel from their material sourtt.~. 
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The lithic debiaaae wu <livided inlo three caaeaories for analysis: complete 

Oakes. brotcn flakes, and debris. Lithic noalysis was conducted in the some manner as 

described in Chapter Two. 

Data 

The cui rural material at Horse Cbops 3 was found primarily in association with 

the hcartb feature, at an elevation or approximately 7.5 m above sea level. Unfortunately, 

lime <lid ool penni I us to lllllp the slnltippby. Prilllllrily, il oonsisled of albin peal layer 
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jWl above a small amounl of hlsh>ric <:<ramie material, mostly pemware (Blair Temple 

person.ol ccmmunication~ Jwt below tlle lu<Ulric material tllere ,. .. a prthtsrorie cui!D131 

layer composed of concenlrntioos of lilhic debilage. mostly burnt, and mussel shells 

mixed ,..;tb ehareoal cootained by cobble !.Iones tbat -.ere cu!ID13lly placed and probably 

colleeled from tbe nearby beach. Artifac:u were recovered belween a dep<b of 13 and 20 

em. There was a denser charcoal layer, approximately> 7 em iliick iliat was under ilie 

artifoet .... mblage Cfi&ure 43). Below tlle chareoal la)tr ,. .. a sterile sand) beadl. 

Fiaute 43, Cultunlla~rs from the cxca•'alion aJ Hor~e Chopl3. 
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The artifact usemblage was composed, mootly, of lithic debitaae that appeared to 

either bave been thrown into the fire as refuse, or deliberately beat treatod for 

manufa<:Wring purposes. It was almost exclu<ively Ramah chert debitl&e (94.1\11>, n=ll2) 

wei&J>ing a!Oial of 43.0 I· with a small OIIIOUDt of Newfoundland Cow Head chert 

(0.8%,n= I) weighin& 0.1 g, and quartzite (S.I\11>, n~) weighing 1.4 1 (Table 4.1). The 

morphology of the flakes followed the same pattern that was found at the other sites: 

small, thin, and liptwei&ht (Figure 4.4). 

Table4.1: frcquc:ncy and weiJhtol'litl>c debitagefrom Hone Chopo3. 

Raw Material P~uonn Welll!!t C•l 
Ramah chert Ill 43:0. 
Newfourdand chtl1 I O.la ... 6 I ..... 

AJW< 4.4. The moq>bology c:L oomplet< Oakes 81 Hone O>op 3. 



Horse Chops 3 

Fi1ure 4.5: Debil.\&e typos at Hone Chopl3. 

Althoosh .Ubns coostituted a hip pm:entaJe of the assemblaae at Horse 

Chops 3 thAn the Snack Cove sites, it still made up the smallest pcrceniJiae of the 

debiiJige types (fiaure 4.5). Complete and broken Oakes comprised the laraest 
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The formal anifacts were fnsmeotary, and contained no specific culturally 

diagnostic attributes. altbou&h the single Ramah chert microblade fraament (figure 4.6c) 

suggcsls a paleoeskimo oricin- The other formal artifacts- including two bifoce 

fngmeou- were manufactured from Ramah chert as 'IVeU. Tlw iociU.US two biface 
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fragmtots. One appears to be the base of an ovate knife (Figure 4.6d). II has no shoulders, 

or noccbes, and ba5 been brok.enjusl above where the margins start to cotlStrict towards 

the disal eod. II appears to have been discarded into the fliC and is burnt. Tbe other 

biface fragment also appears to be the proximal end of a crudely ITIIJlufactured tool 

(Fiaure 4.6a). It has a platform and appears to have beeo broken during manufacture. It 

does not show signs of having beeo upo$ed to fire. It appean to be a more upedoeot 

type of tool fonn. 

l'i&ure 4.6: Formal artifacos from"""" Chops 3 (RB&-3). 
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Another expedient tool type was also recovered: a large, Ramah chert, utilized 

flake (Figure 4.6e). It displays many flake scars, which suggests that it may have been a 

failed attempt at manufacturing a more formal tool. It has been resharpened on one edge 

and was probably used as a cutting implement. It does not show signs of heat exposure. 

The last formal tool is the distal tip of a unifacial endblade (Figure 4.6b ). It is also 

made from Ramah chert and does not show signs of heat exposure. 

The site probably extends beyond the units excavated, and may be as large as 100 

m2• Several of the other test pits contained small amounts of Ramah chert debitage 

extending in all directions from the units excavated, but no other major concentrations 

were indicated. 



Chapter Five 

Analysis and Discussion 

Prior to the research of the Labrador South Coastal Survey in 1991 and 1992 

(Stopp 1997), the southern coast of Labrador, from the Strait of Belle Isle north to 

Hamilton Inlet, was thought to have been relatively uninhabited by Paleoeskimo cultures. 

One of these cultures, the Middle Dorset, is discussed almost exclusively in the contexts 

of Northern Labrador and the island of Newfoundland. They were not believed to have 

occupied the intervening territory, except perhaps to pass through during their migration 

south. My research in the Porcupine Strand region is adding to a growing body of 

evidence that suggests otherwise. This chapter is an analysis and discussion of my 

research of three small sites in that region: Snack Cove 2 (FkBe-2), Snack Cove Island 

West 1 (FkBe-5), and Horse Chops 3 (FlBg-3). 

Interpreting Snack Cove 2 

Although it appears Snack Cove 2 was an area of repeated activity for centuries, 

my research concentrated on two of the larger lithic concentrations. The first, Area A, is 

the location of the original artifact finds by Fitzhugh in 1986, and where Rankin 
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conducted test pitting in 2001. The second lithic concentration, Area B, was found during 

the course of my research at Snack Cove. While the artifact assemblage at Area B is 

unmistakably Middle Dorset, Area A's assemblage is not as certain. 

I will first discuss the implications that the Middle Dorset assemblage from Area 

B has with regards to their settlement-subsistence patterns in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. Secondly, I will discuss how the later lithic concentration at Area A differs 

from Area B and some of the possible factors that could explain this difference. 

Area B: Middle Dorset at Snack Cove 2 

Area B at Snack Cove 2, with its diagnostic Middle Dorset artifacts (Figures 5.1 

and 5.2), and a radiocarbon date of 1890 : 60 BP (Beta 1739(17), places the occupying 

group only a few generations from the time of initial expansion by Middle Dorset groups 

onto the island of Newfoundland (ca. 2000 BP) (Renouf and Murray 1999a). Once the 

Middle Dorset reached Newfoundland, many researchers believe they quickly became 

isolated from their northern kin (Cox 1978; Fitzhugh 1980, 1997; Jordan 1986; Linnamae 

1975). Research conducted by Stopp (1997) and Rankin (2001, 2002), as well as my own 

research, is beginning to cast some doubt on this hypothesis, as well as many of the 

axioms that current theories of Middle Dorset settlement patterns are based upon. 
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Recent research suggests there is a strona correlation be[Ween lithic raw material 

availability and ..,Uiemmt pettems(e.g. Andrd<ky 1994: Bamfortlll986; Jones et at. 

2Q03). Some have even suu:ested that settle-ment configurations cannoc be \1alidly 

examined without first considering the availability of raw materials (Andrefsky 1994). 

Tbe time and enerl)' that are needed for the procurement of lithic raw material&. whether 

through ttade or din:ct acquisition, would ~y influence lbe scb«<ulma of 

seasonal activities. The lilhic raw material~ recovered from Area 8 at Sn~ek Cove 2 

indicate a settlement paltem that either included visils to Newfoundland chert sources. or 

brought !be OCC\Ip&nts of Snack Cove 2 into ~aular roolliCt with Olhtr poups liW b.>d 
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access to those sources. Taking into account the Middle Dorset's intense focus on harp 

seals (Pastore 1986; Renouf and Murray 1999a; Tuck and Fitzhugh 1986), I believe the 

former is more likely. Lithic procurement in Newfoundland may have been part of an 

embedded subsistence strategy (Binford 1979; Seeman 1994). As they traveled south to 

take advantage of the large herds of migrating harp seals that breed and whelp on the 

pack ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and just north of the island (Pastore 1986; Sergent 

1965), they procured material to meet their anticipated needs. 

For a highly mobile population, as the Middle Dorset are believed to have been 

(Fitzhugh 1976; Linnamae 1975; Maxwell 1984; Tuck 1976), it makes sense that they 

would have taken advantage of high quality, local, lithic materials when available and 

gear up for the next stage of their seasonal round. This would be reflected in the 

archaeological record. The raw materials used for tool manufacturing, and left behind as 

debitage, would reflect lithic procurement strategies (Andrefsky 1994; Bamforth 1986). 

At the very least, the Snack Cove Middle Dorset would have needed to adjust their 

mobility strategies to encompass trade with northern groups to procure Ramah chert, and 

with southern groups foi Newfoundland cherts. At most, they traveled very long 

distances between, and possibly beyond, known lithic sources. 
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If the Southern Labrador Middle Dorset groups did not have direct access to 

needed chert sources, then the group from Area B at Snack Cove 2 must have exchanged 

raw materials with Northern Labrador, and Newfoundland, groups (Cox1978; Fitzhugh 

1997; Loring 2002; Odess 2002). If this were the case, their trading locations can be 

considered, in effect, lithic sources. If such an exchange network existed, or the Area B 

Middle Dorset had direct access to both Newfoundland and Ramah chert, what could 

explain the subsequent change to almost exclusive use of Ramah chert as found at Area A 

100 to 300 years later? 

Chi-square tests show that the raw material change has a chi-square value of 

1279.124 at a significance level of 0.001 at one degree of freedom. This almost 

completely negates the role of chance in the raw material frequencies between Area A 

and B. There are two plausible explanations that could explain such a change. The first is 

that the culture group occupying Snack Cove 2 changed, and they had a different 

settlement-subsistence pattern than that of the Middle Dorset culture in southern 

Labrador. The dates associated with Area A, 1690 :± 40 BP (Beta 173905) and 1660 :± 80 

BP (Beta 173906), are within the time range of Recent Indian occupation in southern 

Labrador. It is possible that Recent Indians expanded their subsistence activity to include 

outer island locations, and that Area A is the evidence of such activity. 



The other explanation is that Area A is the result of a continuous presence of 

Middle Dorset groups at Snack Cove 2, and the change in the lithic assemblage reflects 

other factors. The following will be the analysis and discussion of both of these 

explanations, and why I believe that the latter is the stronger of the two. 

Area A: Recent Indian Hypothesis 
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In the one to three centuries that separate Area B (1890 :t 60 BP) from Area A 

(1660 :t 80 BP), other cultural groups, such as the Recent Indians, whose culture is 

contemporaneous with the Middle Dorset, may have expanded their territories into outer 

coastal environments in the Porcupine Strand region. To date there is no direct evidence 

of this. There does appear to be an influx of Recent Indian Groups, such as the Daniel 

Rattle and Point Revenge cultures in the region that lasted from ca. 2000- 400 BP 

(Nagle 1978; Loring 2002; Stopp 1997). They have been found throughout the Hamilton 

Inlet region (Nagle 1978; Fitzhugh 1986), and a few sites have been located in the 

Porcupine Strand and Sandwich Bay regions (Stopp 1997). They are also well known to 

the north of Hamilton Inlet near Okak, Labrador (Cox 1978). Both of these cultures used 

Ramah chert almost exclusively. If Area A is a Recent Indian site, then what caused the 

Middle Dorset to abandon the area? 



The Middle Dorset's narrow subsistence focus on harp seals would make them 

highly vulnerable to environmental fluctuations that bad direct influence on the seal 

population (Tuck and Pastore 1985). The position of seal herds is dependent on 

environmental factors, such as the position and extent of sea ice that they need for 
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breeding and whelping (Pastore 1986; Sergent 1965; Woolett et al. 2000). When these 

environmental factors fluctuate, seal bunting is less predictable and may lead to hardships 

and necessary changes in Middle Dorset demographics and subsistence strategies (Tuck 

and Pastore 1985). If this occurred for a number of seasons, the result may have been a 

withdrawal from the southern coast of Labrador into regions where resource 

predictability was higher, such as the island of Newfoundland and Northern Labrador. 

These changing demographics may have left territory abandoned and open to an influx of 

other cultures. 

If the Middle Dorset in Southern Labrador lost access to that region and its 

resources through abandonment, and shifted their focus to Newfoundland, then they 

would have been effectively cut off from their northern kin. Trade and subsistence routes 

that brought them in contact with each other, and strengthened cultural connections, may 

have been completely severed. A situation like this could easily lead to the isolation of 

Middle Dorset groups in Newfoundland from their counterparts in the north. A lack of 
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cultural exchange such as this, may have led to the differences in material culture that are 

often identified as a result of isolation of Middle Dorset culture on the island of 

Newfoundland (Cox 1978; Fitzhugh 1980, 1997; Jordan 1986; Linnamae 1975; LeBlanc 

2000). 

While it does appear that Recent Indians had a subsistence-settlement pattern that 

allowed them to take advantage of a wider range of resources than the Middle Dorset, and 

therefore were better suited to cope with environmental change, the Recent Indian 

cultures have never been found in outer island locations and seem to prefer inner bays 

and coastlines where they have access to more diverse resources, both maritime and 

terrestrial (Nagle 1978; Stopp 1997). However, outer island locations, and coastlines 

with open access to the sea, appear to be favored heavily by the Middle Dorset 

throughout Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Area A: Middle Dorset Hypothesis 

There are a few lines of evidence that point towards a Middle Dorset 

origin for Area A at Snack Cove 2. First of all, the Middle Dorset had access to Ramah 

chert at a time when the Middle Dorset culture was prevalent at its source, and there is 

evidence that Middle Dorset groups occupied territories between Ramah chert sources 



and Snack Cove (e.g. Cox 1m, 1978; Fitzhugh 1976; McGhee 1990; Nagle 1986). 

Secondly, the outer coastal location of Snack Cove 2 fits better into Middle Dorset 

settlement-subsistence patterns than that of Recent Indians. Finally, there is artifact 

evidence, and radiocarbon dates, that point towards the Middle Dorset. 
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In 1986, Fitzhugh recovered two artifacts at the surface of Area A: a Ramah chert 

biface and a flake of nephrite. He identified the biface as Middle Dorset. I examined the 

biface at the Newfoundland Museum and found it less conclusive, but it could easily fit 

into a Middle Dorset assemblage. The artifact that I am more confident of is a Ramah 

chert microblade fragment. While this is not a diagnostic Middle Dorset artifact it is 

diagnostically Paleoeskimo. These artifacts, in conjunction with the radiocarbon dates of 

1690:1:40 BP (Beta 173905) and 1660:1: 80 BP (Beta 173906) (right in the heart of 

Middle Dorset occupation in Northern Labrador and the island of Newfoundland), are 

compelling evidence of Middle Dorset activity at Area A. 

If Area A is a later occupation of a Middle Dorset group at Snack Cove 2, there 

are several factors that could have produced the change in lithic material from 

predominantly Newfoundland cherts at Area B, to almost exclusive use of Ramah chert at 

Area A. Firstly, if there was a change in the availability of harp seals in Southern 

Labrador and Newfoundland, then Middle Dorset groups on the southern coast of 
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Labrador may have decided that their needs, in the face of unpredictable resources, would 

be better met with stronger alliances in the north, rather than to the south. Their material 

culture would reflect that change. In the case of Southern Labrador Middle Dorset 

groups, this may have exhibited itself as a heavier reliance on northern chert sources, in 

this case, the Ramah chert group in the Ramah Bay region. It is highly speculative to 

assume such a culture change from this small collection, but it is possible that Area A at 

Snack Cove 2 may reflect activity by a Northern Middle Dorset group. 

Another explanation is that the change in lithic raw material at Snack Cove 2 

simply reflects a different stage of a Middle Dorset seasonal round along the Labrador 

coast. Changes in direction of travel because of seasonal subsistence strategies may have 

a direct correlation to changes in the frequencies of lithic raw materials that were utilized 

(Jones et al. 2003 ). 

If the Middle Dorset groups at Snack Cove 2 were moving between sources of 

lithic material, then Area A could represent the southern leg of their seasonal migration. 

If the last lithic source that they visited was a trade location with groups from the north, 

then that would be reflected in the lithic assemblage. The fact that the assemblage is 

almost exclusively small flakes of Ramah chert, and that they are a long distance from 

their source, suggest to me southerly movement. If they were traveling between areas of 
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biah qual01y lithic materials that,. . .,.. easily accusible in Newfoondland and hiah qualil} 

Ramah chert in the oonh, then the lack of Newfoundland cherts 11 Am A may be the 

re<Ull of do<tanOC decay, Whieb Slates thai IS dJstanee from I 111W maleriaJ S()WCe 

increases. the frequency of that raw material in the an:haeoloalcal record will decrease 

(Banuorth 1986; Jones elal. 2003; Nagle 1986). 
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Fic:ure 53: Length to weiaht ratiOI d ocmplcte naket rrom Snack Cove 2. 

The frequency or lithic materials. and the morpholoay of Oakes, change in 

r<lation 10 1hedis1ance from raw material sources (Andrersky 1994; aamrorth 1986; 

Jones et al. 2003; Kuhn 1989). As distance from a source incn!aseS, the frequency of 

chao&« with dtSillOCe. As distance increases. nue &llribut<t eban&e from large, 

relati•ely heavy Oakes, whicb are often associated wtth pnmary and secondaJy 



reduction strategies, to small, lighter flakes, that are associated with finishing stages of 

tool manufacture (Andrefsky 1994; Bamforth 1986; Kuhn 1989; Magne 1989; Seddon 

1992). The flakes found at Area A are over 99% Ramah chert and are primarily small, 

thin, lightweight flakes (Figure 5.3). This implies that tool manufacture at this site 

primarily involved finishing and retouch, and that the source of Ramah chert for the 

occupying group at Area A was a substantial distance away. 
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Depending upon whether the Ramah chert was acquired from trade or direct 

procurement, the distance from Newfoundland chert sources to Ramah chert sources, and 

back to Snack Cove, could be anywhere from 500-600 km, to as much as 1900 km 

(Figure 5.4). The latter seems an excessive distance to travel throughout the course of a 

year, so I believe that the Ramah chert at Area A was probably procured through trade 

with Middle Dorset populations living in Northern Labrador. 

Finally, the change in lithic material from Area B to Area A may reflect a 

different type of activity for which the Middle Dorset used Ramah chert exclusively. 

Different activities leave different artifact signatures in the archaeological record. Close 

examination of debitage morphology can give us general ideas of site activity, and in 

some cases very specific ones (Andrefsky 1994; Binford 1978; Bradbury and Carr 1999; 

Kuhn 1989; Magne 1989; Seddon 1992). 
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Fiaure 5.4: Map of possible migrations d Snack Cove MjddJe Dortel a:roup. (Red arrows alone 
indicate hypothc:ait.ed minimum distanCe of tra\'CI. Blue and red anow• tOJether indicate 

maximum discance.) 

E.lcavauon at Area A did not reveal an) pauenuna •• the lith•cs deposited at that 

locauoo uccpl in a broed sense. The amount of lithic motorial deposited indicates a 

short, but 1ntense, episode of lithic teduc<ion. The morphoiOSY of the complete flakes 

(Fiaure 5.3) rocoveted from Area A indicates that this activity consiSlcd mainly of ftnal 
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reduction of tools and edge retouch. The percentage of the lithic debitage that did not 

show evidence of being purposefully created (debris) was very small (Table 5.1). This is 

an indication of tool production rather than core reduction. Core reduction often creates 

more debris than other types of tool reduction (Seeman 1994; Sullivan and Rozen 1985). 

A similar pattern was also found at Area B (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1: Types of lithic debitage listed by site (for definitions of debitage types see Chapter 2). 

Sites Complete flakes (%) Broken flakes(%) Debris(%) 

SnaekCove2 21.3 72.2 6.5 
Area A 

SnaekCove2 29.4 65.9 4.8 
AreaB 

SnaekCove2 36.7 57.1 6.1 
AreaC 

Snack Cove Island 3.1 90.6 6.3 
Westl 

Horse Chops 3 18.0 73.8 8.2 

The examination of flake to debris ratios, in relation to the percentage of lithic 

artifacts that are cores, can inform us about types of site activity. A high percentage of 

cores and complete flakes in an assemblage indicate that core reduction was the main 

lithic reduction strategy. If there is a low percentage of cores and still a high percentage 

of complete flakes, then the indication is that tool production was the primary lithic 

reduction strategy (Sullivan and Rozen 1985). Table 5.1 indicates that at all three areas of 
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Snack Cove 2 the frequency of complete flakes is much larger than that of debris. Broken 

flakes make up the largest percentage of the lithic debitage. Because of their provenance 

on a layer of beach cobbles, breakage could easily be attributable to falling on the rocks 

or post-depositional trampling. 

The fact that flakes make up the bulk of the assemblage, that there is a low 

frequency of debris, and that there was only one core recovered at Snack Cove 2, make it 

plausible to state that the main lithic reduction activity at Snack Cove 2 was tool 

production. Tools most probably arrived at the site in finished, or nearly finished, form 

(Seeman 1994). Core reduction took place, but only represented a small portion of the 

activity conducted at this site. The paucity of spent tools, and the low frequency of 

expedient tools and debris, suggest that Area A was a staging area where they were 

sharpening and finishing tools in preparation for future activity. 

All this evidence indicates, to me, that Area A is a Middle Dorset site. It also 

shows that the Middle Dorset had an intermittent, if not continuous, presence at Snack 

Cove 2 for at least 100 years and possibly for over 300 years. 

Site Choice and Activity 

Assuming that Area A was a Middle Dorset occupation, what can Area B tells us 

about why they occupied Snack Cove 2? While the small number of formal tools at Area 
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A cannot tell us much more about activities that took place at Snack Cove 2, Area B can 

shed more light on the subject. Area B contained fonnal tools associated with seal 

hunting (harpoon endblades), and with domestic activities (scrapers, microblades, and 

utilized flakes). These artifacts suggest that the Middle Dorset group that occupied that 

location were probably hunting in the area and preparing meat and hides for 

consumption, clothing, and/or getting them ready for travel. The small number of 

artifacts at the site suggests only a short period of occupation, but the volume of scrapers 

that were expended and left behind suggest intense use of those tools over that short 

period. The main animals being prepared were probably seals. 

As discussed above, Middle Dorset people were primarily seal hunters. The 

migratory patterns of harp seals brought them past Snack Cove two times a year. They 

passed by during their southern migration in late December, and during their northern 

migration in late Spring (Jackson 1982; Pastore 1986). They may have also been 

available during the winter as pack ice was blown ashore along with the seals that were 

occupying it for breeding and whelping purposes. That was the case periodically in 

historic times (Jackson 1982), but hunting for seals based on such unpredictable 

circumstances seems unlikely to have been part of the Middle Dorset subsistence 

strategy. It would be better suited for a more sedentary population such as the European 
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settlers in the region. A more mobile population would go to where resources are more 

predictable and substantial. In the fall, migratory harp seals would have been available in 

the Groswater Bay region (Woolett et al. 2000), as well as many strategic locations along 

the southern coast of Labrador, and the island of Newfoundland. In the spring, the west 

coast of Newfoundland would have been a good location where harp seals were plentiful 

and procured with less energy and better returns (Pastore 1986; Robbins 1985). To date, 

there is no evidence of any large Middle Dorset sites in the Groswater Bay region. There 

are, however, large Middle Dorset sites that have been found on the northern peninsula of 

Newfoundland (Harp 1976; Pastore 1986; Tuck and Pastore 1985). 

Seal hunters in southern Labrador would probably need to move quickly and 

would only be able to sustain small numbers as they hunted migrating seals. They would 

have only occupied sites in the region for short periods and moved quickly to the next 

bay or peninsula where seals gathered on their way to the north or south, taking 

advantage of a small variety of other resources as they traveled. Intensive scheduling, and 

frequent moves, may have been needed to take advantage of small temporal windows of 

resource availability. This settlement-subsistence strategy would necessarily keep groups 

small and mobile. Small sites, such as those in this research, may be the only signs of 

Middle Dorset occupation in southern Labrador. All of the Paleoeskimo sites found in 



southern Labrador by the Labrador South Coastal Survey (Stopp 1997), and by Rankin 

(2001), were small sites. This may be the reason that Middle Dorset culture has been 

overlooked in the region. 
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Small sites leave a less visible archaeological signature and are therefore more 

difficult to locate and study. If Middle Dorset activity in southern Labrador was confined 

to small, mobile, hunter-gatherer camps then it is easy to see why they were thought to be 

absent in the region. It appears to me that they were not absent at all, only more difficult 

to locate. 

Interpreting Snack Cove lshmd West 1 

Snack Cove Island West 1 (FkBe-5) presents a different set of problems for 

analysis. Its structure, consisting of cobble walls and flooring, a linear stone arrangement, 

and a possible entrance passage (Figure 5.5), strongly suggests that it was constructed by 

a Paleoeskimo group. The size (4 x 4m interior) suggests it was probably a small family 

group. There are similar structures that have been located at the Port au Choix Dorset site 

on the Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland (Renouf and Murray 1999b; Renouf 2003 

personal communication) and at Middle Dorset sites in northern Labrador (Cox 1978; 

Hood 1986). There are also similarities with Pre-Dorset and Groswater structures in 
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northern Labrador (Cox 1978). All have similar overall shapes that are roughly sub-

rectangular to circular, and exhibit stone features that divide the space. Unfortunately, 

once again, there are no diagnostic formal tools that were recovered there to help assign a 

cultural identity to their construction. Despite this absence, the artifacts that were 

recovered bolster the idea that the structure belonged to Paleoeskimos. 

Snack Cove Island West - 1 

Downhill 

Figure 5.5: Paleoeskimo house at Snack Cove Island West 1. 



.,------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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One mi<roblade core (FigUte 5.6b) made from a smoky, bnl" n, translucent quartz 

wa> found clooe to the axial feature. Miaobladc"""' ted>noiOJY is one th3l is associated 

with Paleoealcimo <ubsisten<:e Slnllegies. To date there appears to be no conclusive 

evidence that cultural affinity can be determined through microbladc oore and blade 

typoloaic<, although there bas been some research tbot suagcsts possible cultural 

diO'e,.nccs in microblade core reduction strategies (Morlan 1970; Sanger 1970; Wyatt 

1970). 

FiJU.re 5.6: Artifacts recovered from Snack Cove Island Wes1 I. 

Tbe only other formal artifact is a biface [ragmcot made of a brown chert with 

bands of IJ'IY and tan (Figure 5.6a). Microooopic ewmnatioo ol the artifact revealed 

radiolari that are associated with Newfoundland cbcru. This <uuosts Ill least some 

contact with the island of Newfoundland, either direct or ondireet.. 



There was only a small amount of lithic debitage at the site and it would be 

misleading to say any more than that it was composed of the same raw materials as the 

artifacts mentioned above. Because of the nature of the cobble beach the bouse was 
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constructed upon, the paucity of artifacts can easily be explained. First, the inhabitants 

more than likely would have covered the rocky ground with animal skins to soften it and 

to sleep on. This would prevent tools and debitage from falling onto the ground surface. 

They were probably collected and dumped somewhere else, or conserved for future use. 

Secondly, the matrix of the cobble beach is one that would allow artifacts to fall through 

the cracks to an appreciable depth. The artifacts we recovered were at depths of 30-60 ~m 

and could have easily fallen deeper. We removed cobblestones to a depth of 

approximately 1.5 m in the interior of the house until we reached boulders too large for 

us to move, and still there were cracks that led deeper. Artifacts could easily be lost in 

those cracks. I dropped a camera lens cap and was unable to retrieve it because it fell 

deep into the cracks below. Therefore, the lack of artifacts may a result of the lack of 

means to excavate deep enough, or to the removal of artifacts by the inhabitants 

themselves. 

The location of the site suggests a Paleoeskimo occupation as well. It is on the 

northeast comer of an island with open access to the Labrador Sea, which would be an 
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ideal location for the exploitation of migrating seals. It is approximately 8 m above 

current sea level. This places it temporally just before or contemporaneous with Area B at 

Snack Cove 2, only approximately 1.5 km away. More research on prehistoric sea levels 

must be done to get a more definite temporal range, but roughly this suggests the 

structure had either a Groswater to Middle Dorset origin. Late Dorset structures tend to 

be larger and, because they are more recent, are closer to the present shoreline, because of 

isostatic rebound. 

Site activity cannot be determined from the few artifacts recovered at Snack Cove 

Island West 1. The length and season of occupation are also difficult to assess, although 

the structure itself gives us some circumstantial evidence. The entrance passage, and the 

walls of the structure, seem to indicate an occupation that took place when the weather 

was inclement. They are more substantial than Paleoeskimo structures that have been 

identified as summer structures (Harp 1976; Renouf 1999b). Summer structures are 

normally only a circle of stones used to hold down a tent, or simply a hearth feature 

without indications of walls at all, and winter structures would have been constructed 

when there was snow cover, and were often made from snow and ice (see Ramsden and 

Murray 1995). The structure at Snack Cove Island West 1 has cobblestone walls that 

reach a thickness of over a meter in some places and a height of over 50 em and was 
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probably occupied in the fall, when the weather was cooler, but before the winter snow. 

These substantial walls, however, can be misleading when it comes to determining length 

of occupation. While the structure appears to be a relatively large undertaking, the easy 

availability of the stones used to construct it may have made it possible to build in a short 

time. It would not take long for a small group to simply pile the stones into a structural 

foundation. That fact, coupled with the paucity of artifacts, suggests to me a short-term 

occupation, probably in the late fall during the seasonal migration of harp seals. 

Interpreting Horse Chops 3 

The Horse Chops 3 (ABg-3) site also presents some problems for interpretation. 

The main feature that was excavated at this site was a linear hearth feature (Figure 5.7). 

Because of time constraints we were only able to open three lm units to expose the 

feature. It is difficult at this time to state whether it was an open-air site, or part of a 

structure. An expansion of the excavation would be needed to determine if there is any 

evidence of a tent ring or walls. However, the evidence we did recover, and the site 

location, suggests a few things about what activities were conducted at the site. 
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Figure 5.7: Excavll<d Unitsatlion< Chopo 3. 

ThrouaJ>out the hearth feature high OOilCCD!Btions of m~Welsbells "ere 

rocovered. These were probably bal'ested from the nearby hnoral zooe. lnvestiplioo of 

the shoreline revealed a ready supply of mussels that could be e•pi!Mted easily. This 

suaaest.s an occupation of the site at a time when the water would not be frozen. The 

hellrth feature also contained a substantial amount of Ramah chert debitage that was 

either thrown into tbc fire as waste, or was deliberately heated as part of a reduction 

S!Btear. Often the beating of cherts was done to cbanae th<tr Cr)st.olllne structme, wbicb 

allows them to frocture in more predictable wa)S (Crabtree 1975: Whittaker 1994). The 

debita&< is pnmanly small, thin. and lightweight nates that are usocia!A:d with the finish 

and retouch of tools (Figure 5.8). Again, debris comprises only a small pen:entage of the 

debitage (Table 5.1). There is a greater pen:entage of broken flakes at Horse Chops 3 
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!han at Snack Co\'e 2, which may indicate post-depositiooalcromplillg and recwrent 

occupation of the site. UnfortunaLely, none of the lithics at Hone Chops J ane diagnostic. 

The main lithic now material used at Horse Chops 3 was Ramah chert(over ~).while 

there were only trace amounts of Newfoundland cherts and quartzite. All of the formal 

artifacts found ot Horse Chops 3 were made from Ramah chert (Figure 5.9), cxcepl for a 

ground slate fmgmcn~ which was recovered by Stopp and Reynolds in 1992. Only the 

fra&mcnts of 1 Ramah chert microblade and the ground slate suggest a cultural affinity. 
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Figure 5.9: Artifacts recovered from IIane Chops 3. 

The other fonnalartifaets are nondiagoostic Ramah cbert biface fragments. Microblade 

~eehnoi"'Y is asoociated with Paleoewmo cultures and not belie•ed to bave botn used 

by Recent lodian aroups. Paleoeskimo groups abo commonly used a;round slate. 

altbou&h early Paleoiodian groups >IICb as the Montiroe An:bate Indians al50 bad a 

ground slate industry. 

The elevation of Horse 0,.,.,. 3 is appro'imately 7.5 m abo\'e sea le,el. This is 

close to the elevation of both Snack Cove 2, and Snack Cove island West l.wrucb are 

both Paleoeskimo soles. 
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While all this evidence is not conclusive, it is suggestive of a Paleoeskimo 

occupation of Horse Chops 3. The date of 10.50 :t 50 BP (Beta 56253) places it near, or 

beyond, the end of the Middle Dorset cultural sequence in Newfoundland and Labrador 

and at the transition into Late Dorset seen in northern Labrador. So far there is no 

evidence of Late Dorset occupation in southern Labrador. 

All of these lines of inquiry lead me to believe that Horse Chops 3 was a late 

Middle Dorset group that was taking advantage of a few different resources in the area. 

The campsite is an ideal location for hunting caribou as they cross from the Porcupine 

Strand or nearby Norman's Island. The inhabitants of the site may have been using local 

food resources, such as the mussels and/or berries as they waited for caribou or seal to 

come within range of their hunting technology. There was one small bone fragment that 

is too small to give species information, but has been broadly identified as terrestrial 

mammal (Hodgetts personal communication), possibly from a caribou or smaller game. 

This implies that the inhabitants of Horse Chops 3 were not exploiting a single resource, 

but were taking advantage of some of the resource diversity of the region. If these were 

Middle Dorset people, as I have suggested, then Horse Chops 3 may have been occupied 

at a season in which seals were not as readily available and diverse subsistence strategies 

were more effective. That implication, in tandem with the seasonal availability of 
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mussels, suggests a Middle Dorset occupation of Horse Chops 3 during the late spring to 

fall. 

If this is a late Middle Dorset site, then what would explain, once again, the 

almost exclusive use of Ramah chert. I have discussed above some of the factors that may . 

lead to a preference of one lithic material over another in this region, in particular 

resource unpredictability, changes in activity, and/or seasonal subsistence strategies. In 

my opinion, Horse Chops 3 is the result of the latter. 

The small amount of Newfoundland cherts in the assemblage implies there was 

direct or indirect contact with the Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland. Because the 

assemblage is primarily Ramah chert, Horse Chops 3 may be the remains of a campsite 

that was occupied during the southerly migration of a small Middle Dorset group. The 

small amount of Newfoundland lithic material may be the result of distance decay. The 

group that occupied Horse Chops 3 may have been the last remnants of a changing 

Dorset culture south of the Hamilton Inlet. To date, there is no evidence of Late Dorset 

groups in southern Labrador or Newfoundland. 

The date from Horse Chops 3 (Stopp 1997) indicates a presence of a Paleoeskimo 

group at a time when Indian groups were expanding into the Porcupine Strand region 

(Loring 2002), and probably competing for the same resources. The absence of Late 
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Dorset sites in that region may be the result of this expansion. This site is one of the latest 

Paleoeskimo sites in southern Labrador, and on the island of Newfoundland, and may 

indicate a shift of cultural demographics throughout Labrador. The late Middle Dorset 

groups at Horse Chops 3 may have been a reflection of a new northerly cultural 

orientation in Dorset settlement patterns. 

In the next chapter I will synthesize all the lines of evidence discussed above, 

from all three sites, and state the conclusions that I believe they support. This will include 

conclusions about a settlement-subsistence pattern that I believe is more applicable to 

Middle Dorset demographics in southern Labrador and Newfoundland than commonly 

held hypotheses. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusions 

The evidence, and lines of argument, presented in the previous chapters, suggest 

to me that it is time to reconsider Middle Dorset settlement-subsistence patterns in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. It is evident that the current models are not valid for the 

regions of southern Labrador and the island of Newfoundland, although they may still be 

valid in northern arctic areas where there is less seasonal fluctuation of resources. It is 

easy to see that at times of scarce resource availability there would be a need to aggregate 

in areas that were more stable. Fringe groups probably kept close ties with groups 

occupying areas with a more predictable resource base to protect themselves for hard 

times, and to maintain cultural connections. 

In southern Labrador, I believe a different picture is emerging. The people that 

inhabited that region, and the island of Newfoundland, had chosen a different subsistence 

strategy, and were not simply fringe groups. This strategy was based on a large, mobile 

food source; harp seals. This decision would have had a large impact on the type of 

settlement pattern they followed. This impact is reflected in the archaeological record. 
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Figure 6.1: Paleoeskimo sites in southern Labrador (Adapted from Stopp 1997). 

Figure 6.1 illustrates that in the last decade there has been a growing number of 

Paleoeskimo sites discovered in southern Labrador. At least thirty-six of these sites 
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appear to have been Middle Dorset sites, and all of them have been relatively small sites. 

It is plainly visible that Middle Dorset people had occupied the entire coastline. I am 



positive that a more systematic survey of the region would affirm this conclusion, and 

significantly increase the number of known sites. 
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What kind of settlement-subsistence system would create such a pattern in the 

archaeological record? I believe that all evidence points to a demographic pattern of 

seasonal aggregation and diffusion. Small family units along the southern Labrador coast 

would mobilize towards the northern peninsula of Newfoundland in late winter to take 

advantage of the large, migratory, harp seal herds that were more easily accessible at that 

location in the spring (Pastore 1986; Sergent 1965). There they would aggregate and 

maintain social connections by participating in large group subsistence activities, and 

probably ritualistic ceremonies. Collections from sites in the Port au Choix area, on the 

northern peninsula, reflect a relatively large population. 

There were other factors that brought the Middle Dorset to Newfoundland, 

besides harp seals and cultural connections. There was the practical need to exploit lithic 

resources, which are rare, or absent, in most places in southern Labrador. Newfoundland 

cherts, which dominate most Paleoeskimo collections from southern Labrador, are high

quality lithic resources found primarily in the Cow Head, and Port au Port regions of the 

northern peninsula. 
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I believe that Middle Dorset groups from southern Labrador, and perhaps the rest 

of the island of Newfoundland, aggregated on the northern peninsula of Newfoundland to 

exploit large harp seal herds, procure lithic material, and to make and maintain social and 

material exchange networks. When the harp seals migrated to the north, and the carrying 

capacity of the area decreased, it would be necessary for the community to break. up into 

smaller groups and become more mobile. If this movement was made in boats this may 

mean that they would have wintered on the island of Newfoundland or in Labrador along 

the Strait of Belle Isle. This population movement may explain the higher frequency of 

sites in these two regions, relative to southern Labrador. 

The Middle Dorset of southern Labrador spent the rest of the year in small, family 

units exploiting a wider range of resources. The paucity of stable resource locations 

would make it necessary for Middle Dorset groups in southern Labrador to be highly 

mobile. In that way they could take advantage of a wider array of resources that are only 

available during short periods of time. For instance, in the Porcupine Strand region there 

are a wide variety of resources that are available at different times. At Snack Cove there 

are salmon that pass by as they head towards the mainland to spawn. Historically it has 

been a good place to fish for salmon and cod in the summer months (Jackson 1982). Also 

there are a number of berries, including bak.eapples, crow berries, partridgeberries, and 



blueberries, that are only available for short periods and dependent on climatic factors 

and location. Sea birds are also seasonally available. 
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The assemblage at Horse Chops 3 demonstrates that they had know ledge of 

shellfish and when they would be best harvested, and probably hunted terrestrial 

mammals. Sea mammal hunting, and opportunistic hunting of terrestrial mammals, such 

as caribou, were still probably the main subsistence activities, but intense scheduling and 

mobility would be needed to take advantage of all these other resources to subsidize their 

diets. 

The poor preservation at sites in southern Labrador has made it difficult to answer 

these kinds of questions directly. The presence of harpoon endblades at Snack Cove 2 

and other sites along the southern coast (Stopp 1997), in conjunction with shellfish 

remains at Horse Chops 3, and knowledge of site locations, causes me to believe that 

Middle Dorset people in southern Labrador subsidized their seal economy with other 

resources. This would explain why there have only been small sites that have been found 

so far in that region. A high degree of mobility would mean that people were not staying 

at one location for lengthy periods, and therefore not creating large sites. 

This high mobility strategy would also help the Middle Dorset extend the period 

in which they could exploit the seasonal availability of harp seals. In the fall, harp seals 



may have been more easily exploited on the southern coast of Labrador, rather than the 

northern peninsula of Newfoundland. They appear to have been exploited in large 

numbers by later neoeskimo groups in the Hamilton Inlet area (Woolett et al. 2000). 
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The seasonal northern movement of Middle Dorset groups from Newfoundland 

into southern Labrador probably also served as a cultural, and economic, link to Middle 

Dorset groups in Central and Northern Labrador. That would explain the presence of 

Ramah chert found in southern Labrador, and in small frequencies in Newfoundland. The 

relative quickness with which technological innovations, such as the tip-fluting of 

endblades, traveled throughout the Middle Dorset culture could easily be explained by 

the maintenance of relationships with groups in Central Labrador, and Newfoundland. It 

would only take a few years at the most for information to travel from the Arctic to the 

island of Newfoundland if there was a series of these scheduled seasonal meetings. This 

would preserve cultural continuity and provide networks for social and informational 

exhange. 

A more systematic survey of the Central Labrador region may tum up trade 

locations, but for now there is not much that can be said about the northern extent of the 

southern Labrador Middle Dorset settlement pattern, other than that there was some 

cultural interaction that took place. What we do know is that Middle Dorset groups in 
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southern Labrador had regular contact with groups in Newfoundland at least once a year, 

but probably in fewer numbers several times a year. The necessity for high-quality lithic 

materials would need to be met either through trade or direct procurement. I believe, 

therefore, the widely held principle of Newfoundland Dorset isolation from their 

Labrador kin is erroneous. 

This idea is not a new one, but very few researchers today subscribe to this 

theory. Only Rankin (personal communication), and Renouf (1999, personal 

communication) have stated similar ideas to my knowledge. There have been similar 

ideas concerning Middle Dorset seasonal aggregation sites in Newfoundland put forth by 

other researchers (e.g. Krol1987; Robbins 1985), but they have not included Labrador 

Middle Dorset groups. In fact, they have maintained the idea of Newfoundland Middle 

Dorset groups developing in isolation. 

In my opinion, the idea of the Strait of Belle Isle acting as some sort of 

impenetrable cultural barrier is not valid. Many earlier, and later, groups did not find it so 

(see e.g. LeBlanc 1996). In good weather you can see across the Strait to the land on the 

other side. Boats, in open water conditions, and sleds, in icy conditions, could easily 

make the journey, and it appears quite often did. The Middle Dorset must have had both 

of these technologies for them to survive, and thrive in the outer coastal and island 
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environments in which their sites have been discovered. This means that examination of 

Newfoundland Middle Dorset as a separate entity from the Middle Dorset of southern 

Labrador is misleading. If my hypothesis is oorrect then they are a single cultural entity 

that should be looked at in total, and not as isolated populations, although regional 

variants do exist. Future research should take this idea into account. 

For the hypotheses put forth in this thesis to be proven, or not, it would be 

necessary to conduct a more systematic form of research in southern and Central 

Labrador. I acknowledge that the excavations described in this thesis are limited in scope 

and the conclusions much broader, however the extent of the sites was discovered and 

they represent distinct cultural activity. I believe this activity fits best into the hypothesis 

outlined above. More large-scale projects, such as the current project in the Porcupine 

Strand region by Dr. Lisa Rankin of Memorial University, are needed to further validate 

(or invalidate) these conclusions. Detailed analyses of the current artifact collections 

from southern Labrador, and a comparison to those in Newfoundland, would be a good 

start. 
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